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ABSTRACT

Hydriding of the xircaloy cladding has bean one of the

iaportant causes of failure In water reactor fuel elenents.

This report reviews Hie causes, the •achanioM and the methods

for prevention of hydriding failure in sircaloy clad water

reactor fuel elsmanits. The different types of hydriding of

ilroalojr cladding hare been classified. Tarioas factors

influencing sircaloy hydriding fro* Internal and external

sources in an operating fueleleaent hare been brou^it out*

The findings of post-irradiation exaainatlon of fuel eleaents

froa Indian reactors, with respect to clad hgrdriding and features

of hydriding failure are included.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

The large majority of commercial nuclear power plants
are of the water cooled type and most of them use zircaloy aa
cladding material and UOg as f u e l . The sircaloy cladding of such
f u e l elements i s exposed to high pressure (70Kg/cm or more),high
temperature (**300°C) coolant water on the outer side and hot UOg
fue l on the inner s i d e . The cladding under t h i s environment i s
subjected ter hydriding from outside and i n s i d e . , The hydrogen for
c led hydriding i s provided by corrosion of s ircaloy by the coolant
water on the outer side and radiolyt ic d i ssoc iat ion of ooisturo and
other hydrogenous impurities on the i n s i d e .

The hydriding of zircaloy i s manifested as uniformly
distributed hydride p l a t e l e t s or as loca l i s ed massive hydride a t
preferent ia l locat ions in the material . The pick-up of hydrogen by
the zircaloy cladding has adverse e f f e c t on i t s mechanical propert ies .
The radial orientat ion of the hydride p l a t e l e t s in the cladding tubes
reduce the clad transverse duct i l i ty .The formation of massive zirconium
hydride i s accompanied by volume increase and consequent clad cracking.
The clad hydriding can thus lead t o fa i lure of the fue l element such
before i t s design l i f e * A large amber of f u e l assemblies reported t o •
have fa i l ed due to d a d hydriding i n BWRs and PWRs are l i s t e d i n tab le I .

The main aim of t h i s report i s to ident i fy the condition*
which lead to hydride fa i lure i n s ircaloy clad ft»l elements and
corrective measures that can be adopted to obviate such f a i l u r e s .
An attempt has been made to review relevant information avai lable
regarding the various aspects of hydriding of s ircaloy v i s . hydridinf
ntchanisos, e f f e c t of hydriding on mechanical properties of siroalcqr,
factors which Isad to- enhanced hydriding and renditions whieh lead t »
hydride f a i l u r e s . Observations ante daring p M f c - i m d i a t i o n »—r<r«^m
of byride failures at the Radiowtallarflr Hot Cells an also inclwie*.
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2. CLASSIFICATION OF ZIHCALOY HYDRIDING

In an operating f u e l element, hydriding of z i rca loy may be

c l a 8 a i f i e d i n t o two types - external hydriding ar i s ing from sources

of hydrogen outside the f u e l element and i n t e r n a l hydriddng caused by

hydrogen sources in s ide the f u e l e l enent . The in terna l hydriding: i s

further c l a s s i f i e d as primary and secondary hydriding. Primary in terna l

hydriding re fers t o c lad hydriding in a-n undefected elfiment,due t o

interna l sources . Secondary hydriding re fers to hydriding on the c ladding

inner surface by coolant w-ter entering the element through an already

e x i s t i n g d e f e c t . Secondary hydriding a f f e c t s the performance o f de fec t ive

f u e l e lements . In t h i s report external and in terna l hydriding have bean

dealth with separate ly .

3 . OTDRIDING FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES

3.1 Hydrogen Production and Hydrogen Pick-up

The source of hydrogen for external hydriding is the corrosion

of zircaloy by coolant water. Corrosion of zircaloy in water or steam

follows a reaction which can be expressed ea follows:

Zr

The corrosion results in the formation of oxide film on the cladding
external surface and relase of hydrogen. The above reaction shows that
a weight gain of 32 gm releases 4 gin of hydrogen. Thus the rate of
hydrogen production in this reaction i s one eigtn of the corrosion rate
( i . e . rate of weight gain) » A part of the total hydrogen produced
diffuses to the zircaloy through the oxide layer* This amount of hydrogen
expressed as a percentage of the total hydrogen produced, i s referred as
" fractional pick-up factor".

Fractional hydrogen pick-up depends on the alloying elements
in the zircaloy' 'and on the chemical composition of the coolant water'''
This effect i s shown in Table II ' ' , which shows corrosion rate and
fractional hydrogen pick up for zircaloy-2 and zircaloy-4 in PVIR and BWR
environments. It can be seen that hydrogen pick up i s less in Zircaloy-^
than in the zircaloy-2. This difference has been attributed to the difference
in the nickel content of the two alloys. Presence of less nickel contend 1A
zircaloy-4 is known to decrease the hydrogen pick-up in it*
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Hydrogen pick-up i s also influenced by the water chemistry of the

coolant in the reactor. The coolant chemistry in FWR differs from that of
BWR.SystrnA- In.PWR, the coolant.water . . . . . , , .containst ppm of hydrogen whxch i s added intentionally to suppress

radiolytic decomposition of water. Due to presence of this hydrogen In

the coolant, the hydrogen pick-up by zircaloy i s enhanced but the corrosion

rate i s decreased. Unlike FWR, the BWRs operate ' usually with purified

water coolant withouo any additions. As a aresuit of radiolytic decomposition

the liquid and vapour phases of the boiling coolant contain 0.05 ~0.2 ppa

and 5-20 ppm oxygen respectively. The presence of oxygen in the BUR coolant

leads to enhanced corrosion but reduced hydrogen pick-up in zircaloy. Tabla

II gives the zircaloy corrosion rate and hydrogen pick- up in the FUR and

BWR systems*

The total amount of hydrogen picked up by zircaloy cladding during

i t s l i f e tine has been reported to be different in different reactors.

German experience in FUR indicates hydrogen pick-up of maxinum 200 ppm in

1000 effective f u l l power days in Zircaloy-4 cladding* . A pick up of

230 ppm in Weatinghcuae FWR has been quoted in three years time. The

cladding of CANDU/PHIJR fuel absorbed only 60 ppm deuterium after three

years> though some samples showed twice this figure* ' . A design l imit of

500-600 ppm for FWR and 300 ppm for BWR has been used. BWR design l imit

i s s e t a t a lower value thie to the lower temperature of the cladding.

3.2 Hydride Precipitation

Zr-H phase diagram i s shown in Pig.1 which gives the solid

solubil ity of hydrogen in alpha zirconium with temperature '.The solid

solubil ity l imits of hydrogen in zirconium at various temperatures have

been tabulated in Table III . Various types of zirconium hydrides formed

are shown in the phase diagram and the characteristics of these hydrides

are given in Table Hr ' . fydrogen content in excess of solid solubil i ty

wi l l precipitate out as delta or gamma hydride^ 1 2 ' 1 5 * 1 ^. In zircaloy

claddings under operating conditions normally delta hydride precipitates

are observed* .

Hydride precipitates are in the form of platelets. The morphology

of these hydride precipitates is influenced by the texture in the tubing* ̂

the nature and the level of stresses in the material"' the rate of
(13)

quenching and the metallurgical structure* ' . Rydride platelets tend to



precipitate perpendicular to the tensile stress directions and parallel

to the compressive stressv . In an unstressed sample hydride platelets

precipitate almost perpendicular to the basal poles. Slow quenching forma

p* >ferably intergranular long hydrides while faat quenching results in

fiiM, small platelets.

Hydride platelets precipitating in an operating zircaloy cladding

may assume three types of orientation (i) radial- precipitates oriented

along the radius of the tube, (ii) circumferential- precipitates along

the tangential direction of the tube in the transverse section, and (iii)

random oriented precipitates. The photomicrographs in Fig.2 show the three

types of hydride orientation on a transverse section of a zircaloy cladding

tube. Orientation of the hydride precipitates have a profound effect on the

mechanical properties of zircaloy tubing and if oriented radially, they

reduce the clad ductility leading to a brittle failure of the cladding tube.

3.3 Effect of Hydriding on Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of zircaloy are affected significantly

only by the hydrogen present as hydride precipitates. The dissolved

hydrogen has little effect on the mechanical properties '. The solid

solubility of hydrogen in zircaloy at room temperature is a few ppm, therefore

almost all the hydrogen will be in precipitate form in zircaloy at this

tempsrature. However, at the operating temperature of 300°C the solubility

of hydrogen in zircaloy is around 100 ppm. So at this temperature, hydrogen

in excess of 100 ppm only will influence the mechanical properties of the

tube *

Presence of hydrogen in zircaloy increases the tensile and burst

strength of the tube but tends to reduce the ductility* * '..The impact

strength of zircaloy at low temperature is reduced even by 10-30 ppm of

hydrogen while zircaloy containing 3OO-4DO ppm hydrogen behaves
(2/)

in an extremely brittle manner* .

The most deleterious effect of hydriding on the properties of

zircaloy cladding is the reduction of the tube ductility. This effect ie

strongly dependent on the hydride orientation in the tube. The effect of

of hydride orientation on the loss of tube ductility is shown in Table V* H
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It shows the result of room temperature burst test on three zircaloy
tubes having three different hydride orientations. The T.C.B. v,alues
obtained before and after hydriding are given. It is clear that
radially oriented hydrides have the moat deleterious effect on the
tube ductility. Circumferential hydrides are considered favourable
as they do not inpair ductility to a large extent. Continuous net
work of intergranular hydrides too, produce embrittlement of zircaloy .

Radial hydrides in «8n operating cladding tube as crack

Initiation sites as they are oriented perpendicular to the hoop

stress in the cladding, thus reducing the ductility/ .Considering

the deleterious effect of radial hydrides in the cladding, it !•

iqaortant to know the fraction of radially oriented hydrides in it*

A term 'fN* nynfcer has been widely used to express the

the directionality of hydride platelets for zircaloy cladding tubes in

order to restrict the number of radial hydride platelets to a minima.

Another parameter called ' Average Precipitation Angle' had been

proposed by H Maki and M .Boyanna*^; in order to define the hydride

directionality. This takes into account the length and angle of the

hydride platelets observed in a photomicrograph. The average precipitation

angle 'A' is defined bys

A =

A = Average precipitation angle

L - Length of hydride platelet measured from
the photonicrocraph.

Q - angle of hydride platelet against the plane
of rolling as determined from the photomicrograph.

Since the 'average precipitation angle* takes into account the length

as well as the direction of the hydride platelets it should be a better

representation of the hydride wtit*irkz directionality. However, M M

work is required to be done to make this unit acceptable for practical

purposes.



Usinp fM number, the • effective hydrogen content1 in a hydrided

sircaloy tube can be found as:

Effective hydrogen content = Total hydrogen content x fN
The measured mechnnical properties of zircaloy have shown better "correlation

27with 'effective hydrogen conten* than with total hydrogen .

3.4 Prevention of Radial Hydrides

Orientation of hydride platelets in the zircaloy cladding during

their precipitation is governed by the erystallographic texture and also

by the stresses In it. For a given fN nunber the amount of radial hydrides

may be more if the total hydrogen picked up is more. Sons of the factors

which influence the hydride orientation in the cladding are described

below.

3.4..1 Ciystallographic Texture & Hydride Orientation

(1017) (28)In zircaloys hydrides are known to precipitate onv 'planes

which form an angle of 14° to the basal plane- Since zircaloy is

anisotropic, it develops a preferred texture during mechanical working.

If the texture obtained in the tubes is such that the basal poles art

aligned in the tangential direction, all the hydrides will precipitate in

radial direction; but if texture is * radial basal pole1 then circumferential 7v

oriented hydrides will result. If the texture is not well, defined hydrides

will orient themselves randomly.

13ms the desirable texture in zircaloy fuel cladding tubs is the

one in which basal pole is predominantly radial.

3 «4»2 Tube Fabrication Route and Hydride Orientation

The texture developed and thus the hydride orientation in the

cladding tube is strongly dependent upon the fabrication method »f the

tube/ 2 9' 3 0* 3 1* 3 2* 3 3) . The tube drawing and tube sinking methods result

in a texture that leads to radially oriented hydrides. Fabrication processss

like hot extrusion, tube reduction and pilgering result in radial basal

pole texture which leads to circumferential hydrides. The common paramster

for comparison of the farbieation processes is 'Q' Factor* ,
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This is' defined aas

* wô io-t.-inn in wall thickness sWjt»...
Q Factor = ~ ~ ^D/Do

% Reduction of tube O.D. ** '

W h 6 r e ' AD = Reduction in diameter of the tube

^ t = reduction of the tube wall thickness

Do = initial diameter of a tube

to s initial wall thickness of the tube

The effect of Q factor ontexture development is shown inFig. 3 ^ •
High Q factor leads to radial basal pole texture'. Processes like
pilgering in which heavy wall thickness reduction accompanies
reduction in tube diameter produce the most desirable texture.

3.4.3 Effect of stress on Hydride Orientation

fydrides tend to precipitate perpendicular to tensile
stresses ' ' { i n operating fuel element zircaloy cladding tube
behaves like an in internally pressurised tube. The presence of
tensile hoop stress in the cladding nay lead to some radial hydride
precipitation. In PUR fuel element however, the internal pressure
will not much exceed the coolant pressure. local stressing due to
pellet chips may result in localised radial hydrides. But the tendency
for reorientation is retarded if favourable texture i . e . radial basal
pole texture is maintained. In a cladding tube with such • texture,
the stress required for radial hydride precipitation i s 30,000 psi.-
But a stress of only 10,000 psi i s enough to cause hydride reorientatiori
in tubes not having radial basal pole texture .

3.4.4 Heat m Treatment and Hydride Orientation

In a fully recryatallised annealed tube , the texture
obtained during fabrication i s likely to be randomised to some
extent and thus affect the fN value of the sircalev tube*1**21).
Such a tube will show a greater tendency for precipitation of
hydrides in radial orientation compared to the one which has
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been s t ress relieved af ter cold working.

4 . INTERNAL HYDKIDING

Internal hydriding may be described a9 localised masaive zirconium

Man hydrida/inside the fuel element. Internal hydriding i s a serious problem

in zircaloy clad fuel elements. Al l the fai lures shown in Table I are

due to in ternal hydriding. The problem of in te rna l hydriding has been

pers i s t ing for many years«Kiito«ymBigEbKtioanitoJoamxf<ttx*kxitxl<jtyitfadbBflB5tx

4.1 Sources of Hydrogen for Internal Hydridin^

Various sources of hydrogen inside a fuel element and the i r

strength are shown in Table YJ« The figures given are for a typica l

BWR fuel element of TAPS type. I t can be shown tha t the f i l l e r Jjas

and the cladding tube are negligible sources of hydrogen as compared to

the fuel p e l l e t s . The f i l l e r gas normally used in fuel elemsnts i s Helium.

I t has a purify b e t t e r than 99.95. Even i f the impurity content in

helium were to be 0.5 % hydrogen the t o t a l hydrogen content in the f i l l e r

gas wi l l be 0.03 mg Hg equivalent t o about 0.3 mg Hg0. A zircaloy tube

which i s evacuated and outgassed before iner t gas f i l l i n g wil l a lso be a

negligible source of moisture. Any condensate water in the tube wi l l be

driven out dui'ing the process of evacuation and outgassing.

The fuel p e l l e t s a re , however, & poten t ia l source of moisture and

hydrogen. The sources in the pe l l e t are the hydrogen trapped i;i the pores,

the hydrogen dissolved in U0z l a t t i c e and the moisture pdekei up by the

U02 p e l l e t s . Considering five per cent closed porosity in the f u i l and

a l l the pores f i l l ed with hydrogen gas trapped a t the s in ter ing temperature

and one atmosphere pressure, i t ha9 been calculated tha t the p e l l e t s wi l l

contain 0.06 ppm of hydrogen tha t i s a hydrogen amount of 0.25 mg. or

2.5 mg equivalent moisture in a BWR fuel rcxr . A small amount of

hydrogen i s present in UOg l a t t i c e a l so , but i t s exact estimation haa

not been made. Ifydrogen trapped in pores may be available for hydriding

from the portion of the ftiel p e l l e t operating a t high temperature e .g ,

1700 C, due to re lease of these gases by pore migration. Diffusion of

hydrogen i s quite rapid above 1000°C ^ 'and dissolved hydrogen wi l l a l so

be available from fuel operating a t temperature higher than t h i s level '

...9/-
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In the caae of significant in-pile densification, trapped hydrogen from

low temperature region of the fuel will also be available.

The most significant source of large amounts of hydrogen is the

moisture adsorbed by the UOg fuel pellet. The amount of moisture

adsorbable on sintered U0 o pellet is astonishing. ExperimentB have shown

that U0 o is an excellent dessicant and that H.0 is very rapidly adsorbed
(35)even in dry environment. Fig.4 'shows the adsorption characteristics

of U0 2 pellets stacked in a BWR fuel element. The element was outgassed

at 250°C for 20 minutes and then left in atmosphere.The saturation occurs

in a few minutes.The total moiature-pick-up is related to the pellet

surface area and depends on the pellet density and the percentage of open

• jroaity. The surface area is high for vipac fuels. Low density fuel

elements are more prone to internal hydriding failures due to their high

moisture pick up. Ninety two percent dense pellets can have surface area

approaching 100 cm /gm of U0- and can adsorb upto 100 ppm of water* 'giving

a total moisture content of 430 mg in a BWR fuel element.

Contamination of fuel pellets with some organic chemicals, oils,

etc can be another source of hydrogen when they are decomposed radiolytically

during the fuel element irradiation.

Hydrogen production from moisture inside the fuel element can take

place by various mechanisms such as (i) corrosion of zircaloy,(ii)

radiolytic decomposition of moisture (iii) oxidation of UCu. The first

two processes can be considered to be predominant.

4.2 Mechanism of InternalKydriding Failure

The nature of defect arisisg from internal hydriding is well known.

The external appearance of such defects are characterised by a bulge or

blister on the clad surface resulting from the large volume change during

the formation of zirconium hydride (Table 4). The various stages in failure

of fuel element by internal hydridirg is shown in Fig.> and description

of each stage follows below' .

Stage I shows initiation of massive hydriding on the inner surface

of the cladding.The supply of hydrogen at this location is more than what

can migrate toward the clad outside by thermal diffusion, thus it leads to

massive hydride formation.
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Sta'ge II shows growth of massive hydride in size, cracking of hydride,

radial orientation of hydrides near the location and migration of some

hydrides to the cooler outer side of ttie cladding* Ihe grown up aftssive

hydride with radiating hydride platelets look like a rising sun and hence

they are called '.sun burst1- a very common term foi* internal hydriding,

lypical hydride sun bursts observed on irradiated zircalqy cladding are

shown in Fig.6.

33ie cracks in the hydride zone are generated because cf the volume

expansion of about M$ from the phase change^ ^and the operating stresses

in the cladding. The radial oriented hydrides are caused by the presence of

local high stress level originating from the volume increase. As the

defects become more massive, it gives rise to penetrating hydride needlea

in radial direction, along which cracking can occur.

Stage III shows migration of more andmore hydrogen to the cooler

outer side leading to hydride blister at the inner as well as the outer

side of the cladding. Under the local stress fie,ld a through wall crack

is propogated leading to clad failure.

Stage IV shows the complete transfer of the hydride sunburst to

the outer side. Experience has shown that the hydride sun burst may be

randomly distributed over the inner clad surface. Post irradiation

examination have been carried out at Radiometallurgy hot cells on two

irradiated fuel elements which had failed due to internal hydriding. In

one case the failure was located, at the mid length region of the fuel

element (Fig.7) . In other case ttie failure occurred at the end plug weld

region (Fig.3). Ihe factors influencing the initiation of such sites are

not fully identified but some of the them are clad surface conditions,^

fuel and clad temperature, local clad structure, location of a pellet with high

moisture content, local stressing, fuel chips in the gap and fluorine

contamination of fuel pellet or clad surface.*^'

It should be noted that formation of massive hydride may not lead

to cladding failure immediately. Hydride defects generally occur early in

life but failure can occur at any later stage when a particular stress situation

arises. One such situation can be *X a power ramp* . A hydrided cladding

may operate for years without failure if there is no power cycling during

operation.
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4»3 Amount of Hydrogen or Moi3tare to Cause Hydride Failure

Several criteria have been used for defining the safe limit

of hydrogen or hydrogenous material inside the fuel element '.These

criteria and their safe limits are shown in Table ( V H ) . The cafe

limits of moisture criteria 2,3 and J+ have been derived from Figs.9»1O»

11 and 12 wliich show correlationof various parameters with in service

hydri

two.

hydride failures* , Out of these the most widely used criteria are

(i) the total weight of hydrogen present in the. fuel
element from all sources, and

(ii) the volumetric concentration of moisture in the fuel
element, that is, mg HgO per c.c of cold void volume
or mg FLO per c.c. of hot void volume*

The first criterion has been derived from the amount of hydrogen

contained in a damaging sunburst . Experience of UKAEfc shows that even

0.2 mg of H_ will lead to a defect in a 0.6 mm thick cladding^'. But

it should be noted that all the hydrogen present in the fuel element will

not attack at one place and also that all the hydrogen will not be released.

Based on this criterion the hydrogen content in RAPS fuel has been specified

as 1 ppn which gives a total hydrogen content in the element to be 1 M S

than 1 ag.

In long fuel elements having a plenum and thus a large'void volnne,

the second criterion has been used. Experiments conducted at Halden showed

that most of the fuel elements containing more than 2 mg HgO/c.c. cold void

volume failed during irradiation, whereas fuel elements containing less than

2 mg H20/c.c. cold void volume, revealed no hydride defect
v**/(Pig.S).

Experience at some other places suggested that the critical value could be

1 mg Ho0/c.c. cold void volume. Nevertheless no numerical value of a

criterion can be expected to apply equally to all water reactor fuel elegants.

There are a number of factors as brought out later which affect the internal

hydriding characteristics. The varying experiences obtained by different

investigators can be attributed to the effect of these factors.

4.4. Factors Affecting Internal Ifrdriding 1 : ;

i

There are many factors which influence the'internal hydriding

behaviour in an operating fuel element cladding. Some of the factors

are discussed briefly below:
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4*4*1 _Clad Inner Surface Condition

Cladding inner surface can be unautoolaved, autoclaved or

sandblasted. It may also have a few scratches or contamination spots

if not properly handled. In CANDU type element, the inner clad surface

is unautoclaved while in TAPS type fuel element inner surface is

autoclaved. Results of experiments conducted by Lunde on different types

of zircaloy tube surfaces are given in Table 8** . The tube samples were

heated in a hydrogen atmosphere at 400°C and formation of sunburst and

uniform hydriding was studied. The results indicated that flourine

contamination in all cases gave sunburst hydride formation, the sand blasted

surface showed faster uniform absorption than pickled surface and that

autoclaved surface did not result in sunburst hydriding. The later

conclusion about the sutoclaved surface has been contradicted by many

investigators. ' ,

4.4*2 Cladding Temperature. Hydrogen Pressure

Marshall studied the effect of hydrogen pressure, temperature

and zircaloy surface condition on the hydrogen absorption of sircaloy'• *

He used clean, freshly abraded surface and chemically polished surface

having a thin film of Zi0o. He showed that freshly abraded surface

absorbed hydrogen immediately while chemically polished surface needed

an incubation period for the oxide film to break down before hydrogen

absorption starts. This fact is clear from the results indicated in Table IX.

Effect of temperature and hydrogen pressure on the film break down time iM

shown in Table EC.

This result showed that the oxide film on preautoclaved

zircaloy surface will give only a transitory protection to hydrogen

absorption.

4.4.3 HqO/lHp Ratio

The out of pile experiments carried out to study the hydrogen

absorption by sircaloy have been carried out ixi hydrogen atmosphere Whieh

does not represent the true conditions inside the fuel element daring

irradiation. The atmosphere inside the fuel element initially ia mixture
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of hydrogen and water vapour and in l a t e r period of fuel element l i f e ,

the atiiosphere contains hydrogen, water vapour and gaseous f iss ion products.

Therefore i t i s important to consider the effect of H_0/HO r a t i o on the

hydridin# charac ter i s t ics of zircaloy surface. I t has been found tha t

i f the atmosphere inside the Juel element contains enough moisture to

maintain a protective oxide layer on the zircaloy 3urface^hydriding

wi l l not occur. Hydriding i n i t i a t e s as soon as the supply of oxidant,

to continuously repair the protective oxide layer , f a l l s below a c r i t i c a l

value. I t has been reported that th i s c r i t i c a l value of VtJi/Rz r a t io was

10"3 a t 320°C and 10~2 a t JfiO°C ^ ' . If the HgO/fcg r a t i o f a l lo below t h i s

value, hydriding wi l l s t a r t .

t\.k»U Fuel Temperature

Fuel temperature i s an important factor which affects many

parameters which in one way or other, influence the in ternal hydriding

behaviour of the zircaloy cladding. Increase in fuel temperature increases

the cladding temperature twhich in turn increases the corrosion ra te and

resu l t s in l e s s protect ive oxide layers . Fuel temperature increase a lso

f a c i l i t a t e s fuel-clad interaction which may disrupt the oxide layer on the

cladding , thus exposing i t to hydrogen a t tack . Also, the increase in

fuel temperature increases the release of moisture and hydrogen fron the

fuel and also increases U0? oxidation which wi l l produce more1 m f c hydrogen

Due to increase in fuel temperature the hot void volume in the fuel element

i s decrease which favour hydriding.

5. PREVENTION OF HTDHIDE FAILURE3

Fuel element fa i lure due to external hydriding of cladding

can bs prevented by reducing hydrogen pick-up and avoiding r ad ia l hydride

p rec ip i t a t e s . To avoid fa i lures caused by in te rna l hydriding the following

methods are adopted:

5.1 Fuel Pe l l e t s

As fuel pe l l e t s are the major sources of moisture, the

p e l l e t design should be such as to reduce i t s tendency to adsorb moisture.

Vibratory compacted fuel, due to i t s low density and high open porosi ty

are prone to high moisture adsorption leading to in te rna l hydriding



failnres. Use of sintered pellets with high density and low open

porosity and low surface area is preferred to avoid hydriding failures.

5.2 Moisture Control in Euel Elements

It is know that very small quantity of moisture/hydrogen is

enough to cause a failure. It is essential to remove all the moisture/

hydrogen from the fuel element to the safe level (Table V H ) . Moisture

control in the fuel elements are carried out by hot drying of pellets** '

before loading in the tube and hot vacuum degassing of fuel elements

at 250 C and a vacuum of 10~ mm Hg before final end welding. Sample rods

are hot vacuum degassed at higher temperature of 350 C under a vacuum of

10 mm Hg to check the moisture level in fuel elements' ̂ '. Use of these

techniques to maintain a close control on moisture level has helped in

reducing the hydriding failures to a great extent.

5.3 Protective Coating on Inner Surface of Clad

Earlier experiments carried out by Lunde to study the effect

of surface treatment on hydrogen absorption in zircaloy had indicated

that autoclaved zircaloy surface may prevent sunburst hydriding;*' '

General dectric started internal autoclaving of their fuel elements

with a view to reduce hydrogen attack. But work by Marshall showed that

autoclaved oxide layer gives only transitory protection against the hydrogen

attack. Thus an oxide layer cannot be considered as a barrier to sunburst

hydriding. Graphite coating of clad inner surface intended to reduce the

pellet clad interaction is believed to help in reducing hydrogen attack.

5.4. Hydrogen Getters

The moisture control in the fuel elecents is carried out

by statistical inspection. Due to this, it i3 possible that some fuel

elements passing through inspection bench may have moisture content

exceeding the specified limit. Such fuel elements have a higher chance

of failure during operation. In order to take care of this deficiency

in the statistical inspection and to completely elendnate the chances

of hydride failure, GE has introduced hydrogen getters in their fuel

Approximately 1300 developmental fuel rods with getters

are under irradiation*35 .
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getters are those metals or alloys whose affinity for T-
hydrogen is much greater than that of zircaloy and which can absorb
and retain a large amount of hydrogen at temperatures higher than the
clad operating temperature. Such getters preferentially absorb the
hydrogen produced inside the fuel element thus protecting the zircaloy
cladding from hydrogen attack. The getter material selected for use
should necessarily have a low neutron absorption cross-section. Two
materials that have attracted attention are Yttrium and zirconium alloy. ••

(50)
5.4.1 Y+.+TTmim Ityvfaii :

Yttrium has a very low neutron absorption cross section (1.3 barns)
The yttrium dihydride containing 18000 ppm H at 300°C is in equilibrium
with alpha-phase zirconium with a hydrogen content of 1 ppm by weight. Only
a few graa of yttrium per fuel rod would be necessary to serve as hydrogen
sink . Yttrium may be attached as metal to the inside of the end caps
or the inner clad surface may have a thin deposited layer. Tests have
confirmed the properties of yttrium as getters

5.4.2 Zirconium Alloys

Zirconium alloy containing Ti (3-3056) andH(3-12£) hare been

developed by General Electric to be used as hydrogen getter '. Th«

alloy is used in the form of chips loosely pacved (40-60$ theoretical

density) in a steel tube with one/perforated and located in the fission ._

gas plenum volume of the.fuel element. Results of out of pile tests(Fig.13) "

have revealed that these getters may be very effective. Fuel rods containing

300 mg HgO heat treated with getters at 500% (288°C) redueed the moisture

content to about 15 ng in 43 hrs and 150 mg moisture content reduced to

2-3 mg under similar conditions. The hydrogen pick up by cladding at any

location did not exceed 17 ppm. Another getter material developed by a fir*

i s particulate zirconium mixed with particulate 16£ Al-84^ Zr alloy in tiiefom of
(52)low density sintered compact1^ ' .

High purity zirconium foils 25 um thick 10 cm wide, 15 cm long*
coiled along i ts long axis has been used as getters. The coil was inserted
inside the plenum spring. The getter was perforated with approximately 80 ..:...:
holes to increase the surface area. v
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It is believed that these getters will take care of moisture

as well as hydrogen and oxygen. Heating the reacted gettero to high

tei'peraturea (500°C) did not release the gettered gases.

Getters will take care of residual moisture left even after hot

vacuum degassing treatment. Setters will also take care of the ̂ secondary
hydriding problem and thus improve the defect behaviour of the zircalqy

158}cladding* ', It is known that autocleving of internal clad surface has

not been of significant help to prevent internal hydriding. I-t is bslieved

that autoclaved surface is advantageous when combined with a getter,

since lower overall, reaction (due to oxide layer) favours accumulation

of more of residual moisture in the getter.

6. CONCLUSION

Zircaloy cladding in water cooled reactor fuels is susceptible

to external and internal hydriding. The external hydriding due to cladding

corrosion results in the precipitation of hydride platelets in the clcdding

tube. The uniformity distributed hydrides pose no problem to the life of

zircaloy cladding provided titty are favourably oriented end the total anoint

of hydrogen is within specified Units. By Judicious selection of sirealojr^S

or tirealoy-4 depending upon the water chemistry of the coolant the formation

of zirconium hydride oan be reduced. By proper selection of tube fabrication

techniquef the precipitation of hydrides in the radial direction can be

provided. Internal hydridinjj also referred as sunburst hydriding, results

in the formation of localised massive hydride blisters in the cladding.. >

Fuel pellets have been identified as she major source of hydrogen inside

the fuel element. Large number of failures have occurred due to internal

hydriding. Preventive measures like pellet drying and hot vacuum outgasaing

of fuel elements have helped in reducing the hydriding failures. Couplet*

elimination of such failure have not been possible.Due to the statistical

nature of control methods, it is possible that SOBS fuel element with hl^wr

moisture content may be passing the inspection. Stringent control of

moisture and other hydrogenous substances inside the fuel eleaent is required

along with introduction of hydrogen getter materials as an added precautionary

measure.
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JIYT'RID13 FAILURE IN WATER REACTORS

BOILING WATER- REACTOR

DRESDEN 2
(JJMDREMMINGBM

T/IRAFUR

OYSTER CREEK

WATER REACTOR

BKZWAU

RE GUOIA

TOftR

1969/71

1969

1970

1971

1971

1971

1971

1971

NO .OF FAILED
ASSEMBLIES

69
30

33
38

25

12



TABLE I I

COmOSIOU Al'D KfVPSJQ'T. PICK-UP IE DWR &PWR

: ZIRCAT.OY-2 : ZIRCALOY - 4

PUR CORROSION RATE 0.1 -0.3
3OO-35O°C np/di/'day

% n-picv: UP 20 -50 5-20
DB'SIGM LIMIT H- , . . , „
CONCENTRATION. 6 0 0 PP"1 6 0 ° p p m

Bl-JR CORROSIONgRATE 0.3 - 1 .0
mg/dra day

290-320 C 56 H-PICK UP 5-20 4-1

DESIGN LIMIT -H ,„ - . - n n

CONCENTRATION. 3 ° ° p p m 3 ° °

CORROSION REACTION 2 r + 2H g 0 = Z

RATE OF HTDROGEN PHDDUCTIOK = ( i / 8 ) x CORROSION RATE

RATE OF HYDROGEN PICK tip BY CLADDING =C<x RATE OF HYDROGEfr PRODUCTION

WHERE otdfcH PICK-ITP.



TA3LE n i

SOLUBILITY OF HYDROGEN HI ZIRCALOY

\ TEMP °C
\ SOLUBF.TTYHpm;

ROOM TEMPERATURE :
.5 :

100
30

:
:

300
100

TABLE IV

CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT ZIRC0W3JJM HYDRIDES

HYDRIDES (PPTASE)

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

C/a RATIO

HYDRIDE COMPOSITION

% VOLUME CHANGE

8

F.C.C.

1

Z r i I1.6

s r
F.C.T.

> 1

ZtR

. 1 4

* c
B.C.T.

~u



TABLE V

EFFECT OF HYDRIDE ORIENTATION ON D P C T I U T g

OF 2IHCAL0T (ROOM TEMPERATURE BURST TEST)

OTBE

TUBE

TOBE

1

2

3

: ORIENTA.TIDN OF t
: HYDRIDES

ClBCUhhat&rJTIlL

R&NDOM

RADLLL

HXDROGBN
CONCENTR1TIDN

PP«

0
293

0
335

0
290

t
i

T.C.E.
%

10
5

9
2

10
3



TABLE V I

BITERNAL SOURCES OF OTDROGSN AMD THEIR STRENGTH

SOUliCE : TOTAL MOISTURE ' TOTAL HXDROGEH : vmx^gto
EQUIVALENT IN . EQUIVALENT IN : K*1™™3

: mg. * (mg) s

FILLER GAS IMPURITY
FUEL PELLETS

Hg TRAPPED IN THE
FORES.

DISSOLVED HYDROGEN
I N U 0 2

ORGANIC CONTAMINATION

0.3

1.6

-

-

0,03

0,2

-

-

NEGLIGIBLE

H 2 RELEASED DURESS
FUEL RESTRUCTORING
& FUEL DEMSIFICAT1DN

H 2 RELEASE BY
THERMfcL DIFFUSION.

B I RADIDLYTIC
DECOMPOSITION

ADSORBED MDISTDRE 6 0 - 2 0 0 6-20 POTENTIAL SOURCE

Note : The f i g u r e s are c a l c u l a t e d f o r a BUR f u e l e l e m e n t o f
TAPS t y p e .



VII

OV VQ181WE TO CAUS3 PALWiffl

TOTAL Jffl>IJCXjr:i; 11(1:23EOT

2. wKiQirr oi? ron?(ni!3 ni THS
FUEL REiBriRiVi1

(ja^/C.G. Colrt VoU Volunc)

3 . WEIGHT 0? MOIB'l'UHE IN TIE
1'ITBL ELB1 rj:,UT
(m/G.C. Hot Vpicl Volua:e)

4- V,:SIGHT OP I.OT5VrJ5<J5 Pr THE



TABLE V I I I

HYDROGFJ! ABSORPTION OF ZHiCALOY - 2 TOBE WJTH DIFFERENT,
PRE-TRHATMENT5 EXPOSED TO HYDROGEN AT 4 0 0 C $f rom LUNDE)

SURFACE

Pickled
As Pickled

Fluoride
Contaiminated

BXP03DBE

(h)

24-48

1.5

SUNTiURST
POHMA.TION

Yes

Yes

REMARKS

Uniform absorption
slower than in
Sandblasted specimens

Sunburst formation at
the circumference of

Autoclaved 24

Autoclaved and 24
Scratched Before
Testing.

Sandblasted 24-48
as sandblasted

No

No

Yes

dried acid spot or
formation of hydride over
the entire contaminated
area.

No or veTy little
uniform absorption

No or very little
uniform absorption

Uniform absorption
faster than in pickled
tubes.

Fluoride
Contaminated 1-5 Yes

Autoclaved No

Sunburst formation
at circumference of
the dried
acid spot, or formation
of hydride orer the
entire contaiminated
area.

No or very little
unifora absorption.

Autoclsved and
Scratched Before
Testing.

No No or very l i t t l e
uniform absorption.



TABLE IX

TIME TO BREAK DOWN OF ZrOg M2M

Hydrogen Pressure :
mm Hg. : 15 40-50 100

' Tenroerature Time to Film Break dovm h r s .

)
1

t

1

1
r
i

400

350

300

10

40-60

0.5

2

-

-

-

100

I
r

!
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FIG. I ZIRCONIUM-HYDROGEN PHASE
DIAGRAM
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Circumferencially Oriented Platelets
200*

Radially Oriented Platelets
200X

200x
Randomly Oriented Platelets

Fig. 2. The three types of hydride orientation in the transverse section of a zirealoy cladding tube



Texture after reduction of

diameter (low O) wall thickness (high Q)

Do-D,

FIG- 3 THE EFFECT OF Q FACTOR ON TEXTURE
DEVELOPMENT IN ZIRCALOY CLADDING

TUBE



FIG. 4 MOISTURE ADSORPTION ON SINTERED
UO2 PELLETS AFTER VACUUM OUTCLASSING
AT 25O°C FOR ~ 20 MINUTES



CRUD AND OXIDE

HYonwc
OXIDE

FUEL

STAGEI STAGE DL

CRACKt

STAGE K

CRACK*

STAGE

FIG-5 DIFFERENT STAGES IN THE INTERNAL
HYDRIDING FAILURE OF ZIRCALOY
CLADDING OF A FUEL ELEMENT



SOx

200X

Fig. 6. Typical sunburst hydride in zircaloy-2 fuel cladding



MASSIVE

B 2X

HYDRIDE

INSIDE SURFACE 40*

The internal hydriding failure observed in the RAPS type test element - PWL - P showing :
The periscope photograph of the brittle looking rupture
The transverse section at the rupture site in A
Composite photomicrograph of the ruptured cladding in B showing zirconium hydride.



Cracked massive hydride

Failure location

As polished

I

50X

Etched for zirconium hydride

Fig. 8. Axial section at the upper end or TAPS fuel element KM0268 revealing features of massive hydride failure at the
end plug weld regioc.
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